The BART RACE SYSTEM
The following discussion is an overview of the operations of the BART system. The more
familiar you are with it and the many options, the better you will utilize the flexibility available.
All screens are designed for quick and accurate data entry. In general, the process begins
at the top for the screen and ends at the bottom. The first fields are generally primary key fields that are unique to
the data file and will either retrieve an existing record or begin the entry of a new record. The ENTER/RETURN or
TAB key moves the cursor from field to field. Shift TAB will take you back a field. Ctrl A selects the entire contents
of a field so that anything you type will replace the existing data.
You must complete a data entry screen by activating the UPDATE button at the bottom. This is the default
function if you continue to use the ENTER/RETURN key to move from field to field. You may exit prior to activating
this key to abort the entry.
There are several files that are key to the smooth operations of the program. You should view
them and become familiar with their contents.

RACERS from the ADMIN Tab
This file contains all the individual competitor information that makes repeated race entry easy. Many
things can be done with the information entered and maintained here. This is the only place that racer names,
addresses etc are kept. If any report contains an error in such information, this is the only place to correct it.

POINTS TABLE from the ADMIN Tab
Review the available points tables that came with the application. In most cases, these tables will be adequate to score your event. You may however change , add or delete the entries in this table. High school team
scoring of top 4, NCAA scoring of top 3, NORBA bike racing and USSA/FIS Alpine and Nordic scoring are some of
the more common tables.

CLASSES from the ADMIN Tab
Review the classifications that are standard with the system. You may alter, delete or add classifications
as it suits your particular requirements. There are 6 system classifications dealing with racer result status. You
should leave these in the Class database. All are lower case codes dealing with DNS, DNF, and DSQ.

RESULTS from the ADMIN Options/Browse Data Files
The results file is the second most important file in the BART system. It contains the racer’s time
information, start, laps/runs, finish, his or her classification for this event, team affliiation, placing and points.
Everything to generate the results report for a particular Race/Event. The Memno (Membership Number) field is
the link between the Results file and the Racer Master file. This link creates the access to the Name and address
information contained in the RACERS table.
Most of the data files in the BART application are available under this browse function.
Exercise caution while in any data file as there are no safeguards that control what you might
enter or change.

OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW
RACE MAINTENANCE Tab
The Race Master is where you enter the information pertaining to the race as a whole. Information such as
Name of the Race, Location, Start time, Race Type, etc. Much of this information prints at the top of various
reports. Each Race must be assigned a unique ID and Event#. Events associated with the same Race such as a
HS school meet should have the same Race ID but different Events #’s for each event. (i.e HS State
Championship is given RACE ID HSC2007 and the Slalom Event # is 1. Then the GS Event # might be 2, the XC
3 and the Relay 4) This will permit the compilation of Race result points as a total for all events. The Race ID and
the Event # identify all results and competitors within a given race. It is important that you DO NOT alter or change
the Race Id or Event # after results have been entered.

RACER Button on ADMIN Tab
You may create a RACER database of competitors at anytime. To enter competitors in advance of the
season or race date, merely enter the information requested without a BIB#. Enter an existing Bib# and that record
will be displayed for editing. If you are pre-assigning Bib#’s then enter the assigned Bib# at this time.
You may also enter a unique membership # for each competitor. You may skip this field and enter the
competitor name in which case the system will create a temporary Mem # by combining the first letter of the first
name and the first letter of the last name with a sequential number. The Membership # is the LINK that associates race results with an individual racer. You cannot enter the same membership # twice but you could potentially
call up an existing membership number and change the Name, Address etc. and mess up the entire system.
** DO NOT DO THAT **
It could result in associating existing results with the wrong competitor.
Assigning a temporary membership # does not prohibit you from changing it to the individual’s correct
number at a later date. The program has the ability to find all result records with the original # and convert them to
the new membership # automatically. Make it a habit to assign temporary membership #’s beginning with a letter
so that when they print or appear, you can be certain that they are temporary. Ex: TK45
Keying in the last Name will display the data currently in the RACER database. You may also scroll and
click on the list to the right to bring up a racer’s record for editing. Arrow keys will move the choice as well.

Create Results File on ADMIN Tab (Method B below)
If you assign BIB #’s for multiple Race/Events in advance and now need to print a Start Order
Having entered the race data and assigned competitor Bib #’s in the RACER Master file, you may now
create a results file. A Results file must be created for multiple Race/Events after you assign Bib #’s for a single
event and prior to Clearing Bib #’s in preparation for the next Race/Event. This is required if you wish to print a
Start Order for any Race/Event. It is also required for interval and wave start Race Events.
Note: You may also register racers under the Registration TAB for 1 or more events. This process captures only minimum racer data - no points etc.
NOTE: The Starting Order is printed from information in the Results file and is not available any other way.

START Tab
With the results file created, you may set the interval start time using this Tab. Select the class, start time,
interval time and number of competitors starting together to automatically set start times. This updates the results
file and is integral to the proper calculation of elapsed time for events that use published start times.

HELP IS AVAILABLE USING THE F1 KEY

Start Orders button on the REGISTRATION and START Tabs
Once you have a Results file for a specific event, you may print a Start Order from this TAB. Select the
Race and Event if not already selected. You may subsequently select to print it by Bib # or by Bib within Class. A
new feature allows Bib within Team, which may be useful in pre-event organization. All reports may be viewed on
the screen, output to a text file, or printed.

Clear Bib’s under ADMIN Tab (Method B)
If you are creating Start Orders or assigning Bibs for multiple events prior to the race date in the RACER
Master file (Method B described later), you must Clear the assigned Bib #’s from the Racer Master file between
each event. Do this only after you have created the Results file explained above. If an entirely new Race is to be
entered, you would also Clear All Information so that the Entry Fee, Date and Race/Events fields would be erased
in the Racer Master file.
NOTE: You do not need to do this step if you are only registering competitors using METHOD A

Adjust Start Time
Start times may be manually adjusted to actual under the REGISTRATION or RESULTS Tab.

RESULTS Tab
Select the RACE/Event and Lap/Run #. The finish time is entered using only digits and a decimal point
to signify tenths and hundredths. The program will format your entry as HH:MM:SS.TH and calculate elapsed
time. (i.e. 9999.99 will appear as 0:99:99.99)

Enter DNS, DNF and DSQ as appropriate
On the RESULTS form there are 4 buttons that allow you to set a racer’s status, select DNS, DNF, DSQ,
or CLR as appropriate. Enter the Bib # and select the desired code to mark the result record. If you need to
change the status from one to another, you must first CLR the result record then select the new status.

Finish Order on RESULTS Tab
For races with interval starts, it is quite helpful if you print an Order of Finish prior to final results and
check this against the manual records for Order of Finish. I have caught many mistakes this way and eliminated
several potentially embarrassing moments. If you had to adjust the start times to actual, you might also consider
reprinting a Starting Order and checking the start times for data entry errors.

Print on RESULTS Tab
The particular Race/Event select above will be recalculated and printed. Select options on the Print
screen to direct your report to the screen, a text file, the printer or a web html file.
There are several result formats available and the program selects one based on the entry in the Format
field entered in the Race Master or if left blank, a default format.

ADJ CLASSES Tab
Many results problems are due to incorrect classification of competitors. It is possible to automatically reclassify competitors to group small classes into larger ones for results purposes. Select the Race/Event and click
in the Current Class box. This will display all the classes used by this Race/Event. Select the original Class from
the list on the left then the new Class from the list in the right hand box. All competitors in that class will be reclassified to the new class when you click on the RE-Class Button. This function is useful in correcting errors in classifications or consolidating many classes into one. The update is on the results data only and does not change the
permanent Class in the Racer’s Master record. You may view the effect of this under the REGISTRATION Tab.
You may also reset the classes back to the original Classes that are in the Racer’s master record by clicking on
the Restore Def Class button.

SCORING
Scoring race competitions is a matter of selecting the correct point scoring method under the RACE
Maintenance Tab (TYPE) so that the individual event points are calculated using the correct table. ie USSA
Alpine-SL would calculate USSA points on a Slalom race. Then select the proper Results FORMAT so the points
print on the report. ie ALPINE or FISALP
In addition to calculating the points based on the selected formula, it is important to know if all competitors
can score points as in USSA competitions. In many competitions, NCAA and High School particularly, only 3 or 4
of the top finishers per team are eligible to score points. Although they all compete and are eligible to score, only
the top finishers score team points. The second aspect of this scoring is whether the non scoring racers displace
scoring racer that finish after them. The problem of displacement or not makes the process somewhat sensitive to
the proper registration of race entries and selection of the type of race mentioned above. In college racing, racers
do not displace in general. However, HS competitions may displace for 6 competitors and then no displacement.
The various Race TYPEs have formulas that accommodate these situations and can be changed for your particular needs in the Points Table under the ADMIN Tab.
Team scores are an accumulation of individual racer points across multiple events. For this function to total
points correctly, all events must share the same RACE ID and Team Names must be entered exactly the same for
all team members.
ie RACE TYPE = NCAA Alpine
RACE
RACE
RACE
RACE

ID
ID
ID
ID

=
=
=
=

MC2000
MC2000
MC2000
MC2000

Event#
Event#
Event#
Event#

RACE FORMAT
1
2
5
6

Women’s GS
Men’s GS
Women’s SL
Men’s SL

ie RACE TYPE = NCAA Individual Event
RACE ID = MC2000 Event# 3 Women’s Classic XC
RACE ID = MC2000 Event# 4 Men’s Classic XC
RACE ID = MC2000 Event# 7 Women’s 3x5 Relay
RACE ID = MC2000 Event# 8 Men’s 3x10 Relay

AEISA Note women’s events are odd
AEISA and Men’s are even
AEISA
AEISA

NEISA
NEISA
REISA
REISA

The calculated points are accumulated in the file TM_SCORE which is grouped by RACE ID and TEAM.
Each events points are recorded separately in this file so any event may be recalculated to correct an error.
The selection of the proper FORMAT under the RACE Maintenance Tab will determine if the points print
on the results report or not.
In Team scoring, there may be competitors that are non-scoring at registration. These may be independent
racers, extra team members allowed to race, or out of class competitors. In each case, team scoring is accomplished by the competitor having the team designated at Registration. Non-scoring racers should not have a team
designation. It is vitally important the all Team members have the exact same team designation for team scoring to function. This is because racers are group by team name exactly. Mt. Blue and MT Blue are 2 different
teams to a computer. It is best to use all capital letters and no punctuation when designating a team. Viewing the
list of registrations under the REGISTRATION Tab shows the team assigned if any. It may be edited here as all
non-eligible racers must not have a team designation.
It is also possible to remove non-scoring racers by placing them in a class that sorts after the scoring
class. For example, in a Men’s race the class SM (Senior Men) is frequently used. It would be possible to reclass
the non-scoring racers, under the REGISTRATION Tab, as XSM (Senior Men Guests) and have them sort to the
end of the report for example.

SPECIAL KEYS:

ENTER - This key is the preferred manner of advancing through the fields in each data entry Tab. Not only does
it indicate the acceptance of the data entered, but it will activate the Update button to actually record your entry or
change.

ESC - The ESC key will ABORT the EDIT of a data field in a BROWSE window. It will also close a HELP or
Browse window.

TAB - The TAB key indicates the acceptance of the data in a data entry field and advances the cursor to the next
field. It will not activate a button. ie Update
SHIFT TAB - Indicates acceptance of the data and places the cursor in the previous data field.
F1 - is the HELP key. Hitting this key at anytime will display HELP that is relevant to the data field you are on. For
example, if you were about to enter the TYPE of race in the Race Maintenance Tab, hitting the F1 key would display information that would assist you in entering the correct information.

F5 - Will display a lookup window of the RACER Master file of a Relay Team. It will display the database from
which you may select a record. Use the arrow keys or the page Up/Down keys to scroll thru the display until the
desire record is located. Once located and highlighted, <ESC> will close the window and return that record to the
data entry screen.

DEL - will mark a record for deletion from a file while in a BROWSE window. A record so marked will not show up
on results or reports but remains in the file until Remove Del’d Records is selected. Remove Del’d Records is a
button on the ADMIN Tab. Records marked for deletion may be retrieved anytime prior to thm being removed.

STARTING THE BART SYSTEM

When you first start the BART Race system, you will be presented with the following screens. The selections made here select the set of database files that the application will act upon. The Demo version is limited to a
single database - Skiing. This design feature permits the utilization of multiple databases to address the needs of
different sports and events. For example, I have established separate folders for Biathlon, College Skiing, USSA
Alpine, Running, High School skiing and Mountain Biking. Multiple databases are not required, but useful in segregating competitors so there is no duplication of Membership ID’s. It is also useful so you can maintain a distinct list
of members for mailings etc.
You are initially presented with 3 options at the start
of the application. The default is the Race Master form
which is the application itself and generally what you would
choose. However, if you are using several databases or setting up for the first time, select System Configuration to pick
the active database.

BART Configuration - Use this form to specify the location
of the BART program default directory. You may then select
which database will be the active database by using the buttons. Once selected the actual system path is displayed in
the Data Folder field. The remaining field is for future use.

1. To select another database, click in the Data Folder field, you
must locate the RACEMAS file of the particular database. - The
example below selects the Folder BIATHLON.

2. Within the BIATHLON folder is the Data folder that
contains the database files. Open this folder.

3.Within the Data folder is the desired file - RACEMAS.DBF.
Select this file to set the database for this session.
You can only change the database using this function.

USING the BART System
There are 2 approaches that are explained here
METHOD A is faster, capturing only required racer data.
METHOD B assumes the desire to maintain a racer database with Name, address etc. Neither system excludes the
use of the other and in fact they function together quite well once the database has been established using RACER
Maintenance as explained under Method B.

Method A. The Quicker Method
1. RACE Maintenance Tab.
The Race Master is where you enter the information pertaining to the race as a whole. Information such as
Name of the Race, Location, Start time, Race Type, etc. Much of this information prints at the top of various reports.
Each Race must be assigned a unique ID and Event#. Events associated with the same Race such as a HS school
meet should have the same Race ID but a different Events # for each event. (i.e HS State Championship: RACE ID
HSC99 and the Slalom Event # is 1. Then the GS Event # might be 2, the XC 3 and the Relay 4) This will permit the
compilation of Race/event points as a total for all events. The Race ID and the Event # identify all results and competitors within a given race. It is important that you DO NOT alter or change the Race Id or Event # after results
have been entered.
2. REGISTRATION Tab
a. Enter competitors in this event by first entering a bib # or leave blank if seeding points will be used. There
are ample automatic bib assignment options either on this Tab or under the ADMIN Tab to assign bibs.
b. Select the racer by Last Name using the dropdown window or
c. New competitors may be added here by keying the combination ALT+A, this clears the name field
readying it for data entry of the new name in the form LAST, FIRST or FIRST LAST.
d. Enter the Membership # for the new racer or accept the system default
e. Select the Team affiliation if appropriate and the competition class
f. Enter a known start time or wait and assign start times using the START Tab
g. Print Registration and Start lists

3. START Tab
a. For XC or other interval or wave start events, use this option to set the start times for all competitors
b. Print the Start List
4. ADJ CLASSES Tab
a. If competitor classes are to be combined for awards, this function will group or ungroup them as needed
5. RESULTS Tab
a. Use this to manually enter or edit the times for each competitor
b. Set the status of any competitor that Did not Start, FInish, or was DSQ'd
c. Click on Calc to calculate the individual points and/or team points
d. Print Order of Finish
For races with interval starts, it is quite helpful if you print an Order of Finish prior to final results and
check this against the manual records for Order Of Finish. If you had to adjust the start times to actual, you might
also consider reprinting a starting order and checking the corrected start times for data entry errors.
e. If necessary, calculate and print the Penalty point report (USSA Nordic, FIS and USSA Alpine)
f. Click on Print to produce the Results

Method B. RACER DATABASE Maintenance
1. Perform Step A-1 to create the Race and associated events.
2. ADMIN Tab/RACERS Button
You may create/edit the RACER database of competitors at anytime under the ADMIN Tab/RACERS. To
enter competitors in advance of the season or on race date, merely enter the information requested without a BIB#.
If you enter a Bib# that is currently assigned, that record is retrieved for editing. If you are pre-assigning Bib#'s then
enter the BIb# at this time. For new Racers you must enter a unique membership #. The system will create one if
you leave this field blank. This number is the link that associates results with the individual racer. You cannot enter
the same membership # twice but you could potentially call up an existing Racer and change the Name, Address
etc. and really screw up the entire system.
** DO NOT DO THAT ** It could result in associating existing results with the wrong competitor.
Assigning a temporary membership # does not prohibit you from changing it to the individual’s correct number at a later date. The program has the ability to find all result records with the original # and convert them to the
new membership # automatically. Make it a habit to assign temporary membership #’s beginning with a letter so
that when they print or appear, you can be certain they are temporary.
As part of this data entry screen, you can enter the Race and the events #(s) for this competitor or do race
registration under Method A. You would also enter the seed points or seed position here for use in automatically
assigning bibs.
You may stop here and do race registration as described in Method A or continue under this method.
3. ADMIN Tab/Create Results button
If you are going to assign BIB #'s for multiple race/events in advance in the Racer Master file or need a Start
Order for each of multiple events perform Steps 2 thru 5 for each race/event.
Having entered the race data in A-1 above and assigned competitor Bib #’s in the RACER Master file (Step
B-1), you may now create a results file. Select the Create Result File button from the ADMIN Tab. A Results file
must be created for each Race/Event after you assign Bib #'s for a single event and prior to Clearing Bib #'s in
preparation for assigning bibs for the next Race/Event.
This is required to print a Start Order for any Race/Event.
NOTE: The Start List report is printed using the Results file and is not available until this file is created.
Review the results of the assignments under the REGISTRATION Tab and make any changes necessary. You may
also rearrange seed and bib assignments using the various option under the ADMIN Tab.
4. Set start times if Interval or Wave Start
With the results file created, you may set the interval start time using the START Tab. This permits you to
select the class, start time, interval time and number of competitors starting together to automatically set start times.
This is recorded in the results file and integral to the proper calculation of lapsed time.
5. Print Start List
Once the Results file has been created in step 3, you may print a Start List from the REGISTRATION or
START Tabs.
6. ADMIN Tab/Clear BIB #’s
If you are creating Start Orders or assigning Bibs for multiple events prior to the race date using Bib assignments made in the RACER Master file (Step B-2), you must Clear the assigned Bib #’s prior to assignment for the
next event. Do this only after you have created the results file in step B-3. If an entirely new Race is to be entered,
you would also Clear All Information so that the Entry Fee, Date and Race/Events fields would be cleared. This
function is also available on the REGISTRATION Tab.

Steps A-4 and A-5 are common to both methods

RACE MAINTENANCE Tab
Data entered on this form provides much of the information that controls the application's functional differences as they pertain to each race/event format. To edit/change any field you must first select the race and
event, then proceed to correct the information and finishing with Alt U or clicking the Update button.
Set the Default Race and Event for this session by first selecting the Race from the dropdown window
titled Current Race Listing. The events associated with this Race will be displayed in the small window below.
Clicking on the event will select it as the default event for this session and display the data to the right.
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Race ID

Enter a unique Race ID (ie 9901 for the first race in 1999) that will associate racer results with this
race information. You may use up to 8 characters to uniquely identify a specific RACE. The
DropDown window will list existing Races that are currently available in this data file.

Event #

Enter an event #. In most cases this would be 1 for a single event race. When there are multiple
events within a Race, such as a High School ski meet, you would enter 1,2,3, or 4 to specify 4
individual events that are to be scored as one competition. The Race Id groups the events
together for team or individual scoring. In team events, use odd #’s for female and even for male.

Date

Enter the race date as it is to appear on the reports. You must enter it as MM/DD/YYYY

Title

Enter the race name to appear at the top of reports to identify the race.

Event Name

Enter the description which also prints in the results heading. ie Women’s 10Km Classical XC.

Location

Enter the location for this event.

Club

The sponsoring club’s name should be entered in this field.

Start Time

Enter the Starting time for this event.

Entry Fee
Enter the entry fee for this event. The program will sum event fees on the registration listing and
default the amount paid when you register competitors under the ADMIN Tab/RACERS (Method B)
Type
The Scoring Table dropdown specifies the point calculation method for this race. You may view the
available choices using the spacebar key in this field. There are special tables that control the point scoring system
for each type of event. See the list under ADMIN Tab/POINTS Table
# Timed Runs Enter the number of Runs or Laps that this event will be timed. If you intend to enter interval times,
lap times or multiple runs, you must indicate here which is the final lap/run. This is important in scoring as the point
calculation is only done if it is the final run/lap. Max - 9
P1
You must enter a 1 in Parameter field 1 if the event is a multiple run/lap event where the SUM of
the run/lap times is the finish result. Enter 2 to use just the last Lap/Run time as the finish result. Enter 3 to take
the best run of several runs. Enter 4 for a combined results. Otherwise leave blank. (See Help F1)
P2

Enter the number of miles/Km for running races as the pace is calculated using this field value.

Format
This field determines the default result report format. Options include a default, BIKE, NORDIC,
BIATHL, RELAY, PRSUIT, ALPINE, RUN and RUNCLS. The ALPINE format has 2 runs plus total time and FIS
points on the printout. You may select any format here until you get the one you want. So no harm in trying them
all until you know which works best for your needs. Also available NORINT, ALPFIS, CBINED, and FISNOR.
Note for Relay events you must enter RELAY so lap calculations are correct
Seed #
This specifies which seed points value from the RACERS master file, USSA/FIS Seed List to use
in setting the points for this event. USSA Alpine events are specifically identified and they must be followed for the
importation of points from the point lists to function properly. Otherwise you may use the fields in any way that suits
your needs. For example, in High School and College racing you may enter the seed position in seed#1 of the
RACER file to indicate that this racers is to compete in the first seed group. Entering 1 in this Seed # field will use
the points from that seed# position field in the RACER file.
Series ID
Series ID identifies this particular Race/Event as one in a season series of races. Use any Alpha
or Numeric character to uniquely denote a series. For a season summary of results, use 0-9 and A-Z in order by
date. This will make the summary report more easily understood. Otherwise leave blank.

BUTTONS:
Update

This is the default action that actually updates the Race Master file with the additions or changes

DUP to NEW Duplicates all the selected RACE/Events under a NEW RACE ID. A quick way to create this years
events from last years data.
Delete/Recall Once a Race/Event has been selected, you may delete it by clicking on this button. If the event
was previously Deleted, this button will read Recall and you may reactivate the record as long as you have not
Purged Deleted Records on the ADMIN Tab. The ADMIN Tab also has a button to delete the default RACE/Event
information and results.
Add Event
Use this function to add a second or additional event to an existing race. Select the last event so it
displays in the data fields then click on Add Event then Update. The event # is incremented and data fields retain
information where appropriate.
Race Header This button will bring up another form where complete race information is entered. This additional
information is required to complete the race data for USSA/FIS alpine events. It may also be used to enter data for
XC competitions. For Nordic events, not all fields need be completed. Generally, course statistics, weather and officials are useful.
Set/Clear Logos permit the user to select a Header and Footer logo that prints on Start lists and Results. This
function supports both Bitmapped (.bmp) and Jpg graphics.

RACE HEADER
The Race Header information is critical to the correct creation of the XML file that is required by USSA and
FIS for the submission of results. It also provides additional information for the heading of many race reports.
RACE ID
EVENT#
DATE
CODEX
NATIONAL ID
EVENT
LOCATION
SEX
DISCIPLINE
CATEGORY
NATION
ORGANIZER
COURSE
HOMO #
NAT. HOMO #
WEATHER
SNOW
START/AIR
FINISH/SNOW
START/HD
FINISH/MC
LENGTH/TC
START TIME 1
GATES 1
START TIME 2
GATES 2
SETTER 1
SETTER 2

-

Defaults from RACE Maintenance Tab
Defaults from RACE Maintenance Tab
Defaults from RACE Maintenance Tab
Enter the FIS assigned CODEX
Enter the USSA assigned Race ID
Enter the Name of the event
Enter the event Site
M/F
XC-OV or SP, ALP-SL, GS, DH, SG, DS
LOC, NAT, COC, WC, EC, OWG
FIS Nation Code (USA)
Event Organizer
Course name as Homologated
Homologation #
National Homologation #
Weather description for the event
Snow conditions for the event
Alp - Start Temp C / XC - Air in C
Alp - Finish Temp C / XC - Snow in C
Alp - Start Elev
/ XC - Height Diff.
Alp - Finish Elev
/ XC - Max Climb
Alp - Course length / XC - Total Climb
Start Time 1st run
# of Gates 1st run
Start time 2nd run
# of Gates 2nd run
1st run Course setter
2nd run course setter

HELP IS AVAILABLE USING THE F1 KEY
Topics - RACE HEADER

F_FACTOR
- F factor used in penalty calc
CALC PEN
- Calculated penalty
APP’d PEN
- Applied penalty
NAT F_FACT - National USSA F factor
NAT PENALTY - National penalty
FIS LIST #
- FIS list used to calculate points
NAT LIST #
- National list to calculate points
VALD NAT LIST- Current valid Nat/USSA list #
The balance of the fields are the Race Officials and
forerunners
Each entry requires the membership ID, Name and
country code Use F5 to lookup by Name, ESC to select
and close the Browse window
TD, REFEREE, ASST REF., CHIEF OF RACE
CHIEF OF COURSE
START REF/JURY REP(XC)
FINISH REF/JURY REP(XC)
FORERUNNERS

BUTTONS
Update - Must be activated to record changes
Delete - Marks a record for removal
Browse - Lets you view all Headers
Exit
- Return to RACE Maintenance Tab
Dup Hdr - This is a time saver, it allows you to select
an existing Header record from a browse window and
duplicate its contents for the current event. Select an
event, then <ESC>. Then only minor edits are required
for the current event.

REGISTRATION Tab
The Registration function is designed so you may quickly and easily enter or edit all required racer data on
a single screen. This is a very useful screen to review the racers entered in a particular event. The list on the right
show the bib assignment and seed points for each competitor. This is a reflection of the results file that may have
been created under ADMIN Options - Create Results File. Optionally, you may use this screen to enter individuals in the race/event. To avoid confusion, it is helpful to Clear Racer Registrations before a new event.
Race ID and Event

Select the RACE and the Event from the Dropdown windows or accept the default.

BIB
Enter the competitor's bib #. You may enter a new bib here and assign it to an existing competitor
in the next field. The Bib # must be unique for each RACE/EVENT. If there are boys and girls in the same race and
the bibs are not sequential but started over again with 1, you must create a separate RACE/EVENT for the second
event.
RACER
Enter the first letters of the Last Name here. You may lookup a racer in the database using the
dropdown to speed data entry. Type Alt A to enter a new racer into the database. The field will go blank and permit you to enter the Last name, First name or First Last. A new racer requires a Membership #. If you do not have
that available the system will create one for you.
Address
Entering the competiors Zip code will complete the City and State if this information is in the Zip
Code Master file. Otherwise, enter the city and state.
Member #
Enter the Membership # next. If you leave it blank the system will create one for you using the first
letters of the name plus a sequential number.
Team
Enter the racer’s Team here. This is a required field if team scores are to be computed. It is important that you identify each scoring team member in all events in this RACE with the same spelling as the TEAM
Scoring is done by team name exactly. Teams may be selected from the dropdown box.
Class
Enter the Racer’s classification according to the sanctioning body for the event. A racer’s class
determines results grouping. The Class must be in the Class Master file which is accessible using the dropdown
window or entering the appropriate characters. ie SW, MX, OPN or SM etc. Note that class selection is filtered by
age and sex of the competitor as qualified in the Class file.

Seed Points
These are the points used by the system to assign bibs or calculate results penalties as is the
case with USSA/FIS events. Enter either the seed group or the seeding points as required. Selecting a point table
at the right from which to import the points is a useful way to speed data entry. By selecting a table to use, the system will pull the appropriate points based on the Race Seed# entered under RACE Maint. for this Race/Event.
Note that USSA/FIS Alpine points can be imported using that function under ADMIN Options. The lookup is based
on the membership # matching that in the USSA/FIS file.
Start
The start field allows you to enter/edit the start time for this racer in the format HMMSS.TH. Enter
the number without any punctuation except the decimal point. The time will format and display as H:MM:SS:TH
i.e. 123.45 will display as 1:23.45 (Time entry is generally done under the RESULTS TAB)
Finish
The finish field allows you to enter/edit the finish time for this racer in the format HMMSS.TH.
Enter the number without any punctuation except the decimal point. The time will format and display as
H:MM:SS:TH i.e. 123.45 for 1:23.45 (Time entry is generally done under the RESULTS TAB)
MULTIPLE EVENTS button - This button turns on/off the Event field for data entry. By default, this field uses the
event number selected above in the Event dropdown window. However, it maybe useful to register a competitor in
multiple events at the same time. By entering multiple event numbers in this field, you will update the Racer
Master record for this racer with the RACE ID and Event #’s entered here. You may then use the Create Results
File function on the ADMIN Tab to create the second or subsequent event results records without having to re-register the racers using this function. The update button creates the results record for event 1 only because it is the
currently selected event. See the description for Method B.
The list to the right is an editable list - using the mouse, select the field to change, double click or use the edit
keys to correct or change the information as necessary. This is particularly useful to correct Classification or team
errors.
Browse
This button opens up a full screen of information on these competitors. You may find it convenient
to do spelling corrections, class changes, age updates etc on this screen.
Start List
Reg List

Takes you to the Print Starts screen to print or view the start list
Prints an alpha list of all race/event registrants

Clear Racer Registrations - This button clears the Racer master file of all Race and event registrations. This is
necessary only between RACES, NOT between events.
Assign Bibs by Points - Displays another screen which permits a more sophisticated way of assigning bibs by
the points in the results file. Particularly useful for USSA/FIS Alpine events when top 15 are random.

HELP IS
AVAILABLE
USING THE
F1 KEY

Display Options
This Button opens up the Options window where there are several functions available for managing the list of racers.
Assign Bib #
Useful in assigning bibs when the list is in the order desired. Order the list in the
manner desired for bib assignment, enter the starting bib # to the left of the first competitor, select Assign Bib # and
the balance of the entries will be assigned consecutive numbers. This works only when the bibs are 0 at the start.
Import Pts from USSA
The functions works after downloading the current USSA list from the USSA website
and importing them into this application using the utility under the ADMIN tab. It uses the Membership # entered to
match with the USSA membership # and retrieve the appropriate points. The correct Seed points (1-DH, 2-SL, 3-GS,
4-SG) must have been entered under RACE Maint.
Import Pts from FIS
Same as above only the current FIS points list must have been downloaded from
the FIS website and imported into this application using the option to do so under the ADMIN Tab.
Import Pts from Racer Master The uses the points that are associated with the competitor in the RACER Master
file. These are accessible under the ADMIN Tab/RACERS.
Sort By Name/Team/Points

Sorts the list of competitors by last name or Team or Points

Sort by Bib #

Sorts the list of competitors by bib # - This is the default order

Clear Bibs to 0

Resets all competitor bibs in the race/event to 0

Reset Team from Master

Rests the Team field to what’s in the RACER master file

Clear Points

Clears the point field to 0 for all competitors in this event

START TIMES Tab
Select this Tab to have the system automatically assign start times for an interval or wave start event.
Steps
1.

Select the Race and the Event.

2.

Enter the particular class designation or ‘ALL’ if you want the system to set the start time on all
competitors registered for this event.

3.

Enter the Bib # to start this interval with. This permits you to assign groups of racers
without having to insert actual Ghosts into the start order. If you want ghosts to print on the start order,
you must register them as an actual racer with Ghost as part of the last name. Each ghost in the order
must have a different name, ie Ghost1, Ghost2 etc.

4.

Enter the number of racers that will start at this time. By entering a number greater than 1, the system
will set start times for dual starts or wave start of a given group size. ie 2 for a dual start.

5.

Enter the start time in hh:mm:ss format for this class. ie for 10 minutes 30 seconds 10:30

6.

Enter the starting interval in seconds. ie 30 for 30 second intervals

HELP IS AVAILABLE USING THE F1 KEY

ADJ CLASSES Tab
Many results problems are due to incorrect classification of competitors. It is possible to automatically reclassify competitors to group small classes into larger ones for results purposes. Select the Race/Event, this will
display all the classes in use in this Race/Event. Select the original Class from the list on the left then the new
Class from the list on the right. All competitors in the class on the left will be reclassified to the new class on the
right when you click on the RE-Class Button. This function is useful in correcting errors in classifications or consolidating many classes into one. The update is on the results data only and does not change the permanent Class
in the Racer’s Master record. You may view the effect of this on the listing under the REGISTRATION Tab.
You may also RESTORE the classes back to the original Classes that are in the Racer’s master record by
clicking on the Restore Def Class button and if necessary go about regrouping them.
You cannot break an existing class into 2 or more classes, only combine existing classes

HELP IS AVAILABLE USING THE F1 KEY

RESULTS Tab
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Race/Event

Select the Race and Event from the Dropdown windows or accept the default.

Run/Lap#
The Lap/Run value is most important if the event has multiple runs/laps. Be certain you enter the
time for this particular run/lap as it will effect the results if you make a mistake. If you type a <CR>, the field
defaults to 1. This field is particularly important in Relay races where each competitor competes by lap #.
Points calculate if the Run/Lap # equals the # of Timed Runs entered under Race Maint
Results calculate and print based on this value. ie for alpine second run it must be a 2
Bib
Enter the competitor’s bib # for which you intend to enter a time. This will retrieve the racer information and classification. If there is already an entry for this racer/race/event/lap then the record is displayed and
you are allowed to change the information as necessary.
Team
Enter the racer’s Team here. This is a required field if team scores are to be computed. It is important that you identify each scoring team member in all events in this RACE with the same spelling as the TEAM
Scoring is done by team name exactly.
Class
Enter the Racer’s classification according to the sanctioning body for the event. A racer’s class
determines the results grouping. The Class must be in the Class Master file which is accessible using the dropdown window or entering the letters. ie SW, MX, OPN or SM etc.
Finish
Enter the finish or lap time in the format HMMSS.TH. Enter the number without any punctuation
except the decimal point. The time will format and display as H:MM:SS:TH i.e. 23.45
Start (Access this field by Shift Tab) If the event has interval or wave starts, you will be allowed to enter or
modify the racer’s start time. The entry format is HMMSS.TH. Enter the number without any punctuation except
the decimal point. The time will format and display as H:MM:SS:TH. For a XC ski event, be aware that the event
is timed to tenths only. For faster start time editing see START TIMES Tab or ADMIN Tab - Adjust Start Times

RESULTS Tab BUTTONS
DNS/DNF/DSQ/CLR - These buttons are used to set a racer’s status to either DNS, DNF, or DSQ as required. To
do so, enter the racer’s Bib # and hit Enter. Once the racer info is displayed, you may select the appropriate button to set the status. To re-activate a racer, use the CLR button in the same manner.
Update

This is the default function and updates the database with the information entered.

Calc

Calculates the time and place for the specified run/lap. Also happens automatically when you
select PRINT to ensure accurate and current results are printed.

Exit

This will exit the BART application

Fin Order

Prints a order of finish report with which to check results

Print

Takes you to the print options screen from which you may view, save to a text file, print a
hard copy or create a web html file of the results.

Start List

This is the same function available from the Registration Tab - It is here to make it convenient to
print a second run start order for Alpine events.

Penalty Calc

For USSA/FIS event, this calculates and prints the penalty points for this event. To function
properly, the Race Maintenance race TYPE must be a USSA or FIS Alpine event - DH, GS, SL,
SG or USSA/FIS Nordic.

Calc Team Pts This checkbox will enable or disable the calculation of Team Scores. If several scoring tables are
to be applied to a single set of results, uncheck this to preserve the team points if the alternate
calculation should not overwrite them.

ReCalc on
PRINT

This checkbox enables or disables the automatic recalculation of the race points when the Print
button is selected. This makes result reprints quicker and can preserve manual point adjustments.

Primary Class Note that the Racer Maintenance screen permits 2 classifications for each competitor. This
is particularly useful when a race/event has more than 1 sanctioning body and results must be
separated to comply with the rules. This button activates results for only those competitors that
have a classification in the first or primary class field. It accomplishes this by resetting the class
field in the results file with the class contained in each Racer’s master record primary field. Then it
calculates the results based on the entry in the TYPE field on the Race Maintenance screen.
Alternate Cls

This button functions just as the Primary Class button does, but uses the Alternate Classification
in the Racer’s master record to calculate and print results.

HELP IS AVAILABLE USING THE F1 KEY

PRINT RESULTS
When you select PRINT from the RESULTS Tab, you are presented with this screen. Only in special circumstances do you need to select anything but the default by Class. In most cases, the only option to choose is
whether the results are Interim or Official.

Options:

By Class
Overall
Team
Series

-

Prints results Ordered by racer classification (default)
prints the results as one class using a default report format.
selects one of several report formats based on the qualifying data fields.
Individual point Standing report

For the Team option, if you followed the convention of numbering female events odd and male events
even, then you can print either or both by entering O, E, or B in the Team Score field. Depending upon your scoring method, order the report either ascending or descending by entering “A” or “D” in the Sort field.

HELP IS AVAILABLE USING THE F1 KEY

When you select PRINT on the Print RESULTS screen above,
you will be presented with these output options.
The Report form name is shown at the top. You may select an
alternative from the DropDown window.
Report options are under the For/While option - Leave this
alone as it is for very special circumstances only. (See Help F1)
Select the Output option
Preview
To File
To Print
To Web page Then click on OK

Displays the report on the monitor
You select a folder & enter a file name
Prompts for printer options
Creates a html file in the Bracesys
folder

RACERS
This button activates the RACER maintenance form. This form permits file maintenance of all competitors
in the selected database. You may add/change/delete any racer’s record using this button. See notes on Method B
and detailed instructions below.

POINTS TABLE
Displays a window of all available point scoring methods. You may change any record to adapt it to your
needs once you understand the logic. It is recommended that you contact BART for new methods.

CLASSES
This button activates a browse window of the Class file. The system comes with a large set of standard
classes that maybe used as is or edited. Classes are used to sort racers into competitive groupings and the
description associated with the class code prints on results.

TEAM INFO
TEAM information may be entered here. Currently it supports long Team Names on Reports

REPORTS
There are several reports available for a
selected Event or all Race/Events.

SET SEED BY CLASS
This option allows you to
assign bibs according to the order of
the classes as arranged in the window.
Enter the starting bib number for this
event and enter any missing bibs in
the edit space provided. Then select
Assign Seed which assigns a seed
position (1,2,3,4...) to each racer
based on their class. Then select
Assign Bib to randomly assign a bib to
each racer in the event preserving the
seed position. You may try this and
see the results in the browse window
at the right. If things did not work the
way you expected, select clear and start again.

CHG SEED START ORDER
This is a similar function but assumes
that racers already have an assigned seed
number via registration or by class as set
above. You may then arrange the order of
the seed groups by selecting and sliding
the seed number up/down until the desired
order is achieved.
Use the Assign Seed button to re-seed
the groups and then Assign BIB to assign
bibs.
NOTE that bib #’s must be cleared
prior to assigning new numbers.

SET TEAM BIBS
This is used when Team bib #’s are assigned for the season. Each competitor must have their assigned
bib # indicated in the RACERS Master file. This function uses that bib # after the Seeding functions have placed
competitors in the desired order.

ORDER OF FINISH FORM
Prints a useful Order of Finish form for the event.

CLEAR RACERS REGISTRATION
This button will reset the Bib#, Race ID and Event fields in the RACERS master file. Activate this function
prior to registration of a NEW race when using Method B.

CREATE RESULTS FILE
Method B
This button creates results records for the Race/Event selected under Race Maint. from the racer master
file. Only those racers that have been entered into this Race/Event using the RACERS button on this screen will
have a results record created. The results record will contain the Race and Event ID’s along with the Racers Mem
#, Classification, and Team. If you entered a Bib # in the RACERS master file, that field will also be created.
Otherwise Bib assignments are done using other options of this application.
To the question "Create New records ?" - type Y to proceed with creating the result records. Answer N to
exit. You would normally respond with ‘Y’ to set up a results file for a new event.
All results are retained by the system until a completely new file is created. This makes it possible to re-

run results from earlier races without any consequence to the current events. This permits the retention of a full
season of results for all competitors and the accumulation of their respective place points or place positions. Thus
race series results are possible on the system as it is designed. Coaches may find this particularly useful in retaining an entire season’s results.

ADJ START TIMES
This option permits you to manually adjust start times to actual
from a timer tape or other record. You only enter the digits that are
to change to speed data entry. The function advances by bib # automatically upon keying <Enter>.

TEAM REGISTRATION
This is a very quick way to register team members for a race if all racers are currently in the
database with the proper team assigned

RELAY REGISTRATION
Use this function to register a relay team. Either 3 by or 4 by teams are permitted. Make sure that the
FORMAT on the RACE Maintenance Tab is RELAY or REISA and the # of Timed Laps is 3 or 4 as appropriate.
The first racer must already be in the RACER database. It is optional as to whether the others are or not.
You may retrieve a racer using the F5 key to browse the RACER database. See detailed instruction below.

SET BIB/Random in Seed
If you have created the Results file as explained above and you have a registration file that has entries set
by seed #, this function will assign bib according to the seed group assignments in the registration. Bib assignments will be randomized within each Seed group #. Thus all those racers with seed group 1 will be randomly
arranged but retained as a group with the first set of bib numbers beginning with 1. The same happens within each
subsequent seed group using sequential bib #’s. There are several other options for managing seed groupings and
bib assignments available on this Tab or under the REGISTRATION Tab.

SET PURSUIT START
This option allows you to select the first event on which to base
the start of the second event. This quickly sets up a pursuit start
order by assigning bibs and start times.

SET SEED BY TEAM
This option allows you to set the order
of teams in a given competition.
arrange the teams in the sequence
desired, set the starting bib #. Then
Assign the seed and Assign Bib. The
team order will then use the competitor
for each team in order by that racers
seed # to set the bib assignments

CREATE COMBINED RACE
Select this option to create a combined results from the results of
2 other events. The new results are created by combining the
time or points or averages the points as selected. Once the the
results have been created, you may print them using the
RESULTS Tab just like any other event .

DUPLICATE EVENT START
This will create a duplicate race/event registration using
Race 1 as the basis for entries in Race 2. You may reassign Bib #’s or use the same bib by leaving the Starting
Bib # blank. Once this function completes, you may
review and change that data under Registration.

Import USSA/FIS Points
For Alpine races that are USSA or FIS sanctioned, you
must have the latest points list in order to properly
seed the start as well as calculate the race penalty.
This button on the ADMIN Tab makes the update of
the points list automatic.
Competitor points are kept in files and tables. When
you receive these from USSA or FIS, they are in the
form of a comma delimited text file. To efficiently use
this information, this function copies the point information into a table (USSA or FIS). The text files that you
received via diskette or over the internet have 2 parts,
a men’s list and a women’s list. (ex: nlm104 and
nlw104). Both parts are combined into a single table
(USSA or FIS) using this function.
Steps
1.

Select either USSA Points or FIS points as appropriate

2.

If you are updating the points with a new list from USSA or FIS, click in this field and locate the text file

3.

If this is a new list and you want to replace the current table with this new list - select Replace Table
You would do this for the first part of the 2 step import. men’s and women’s list
For the second part you would select Add to Table as you are adding to the table you just updated

4.

Select Import/Update to initiate processing.

5.

Begin again at step 1 for the second text file and in step 3 select Add to Table.
Note
USSA and FIS Points lists are available via the internet at
www.usskiteam.com
select alpine and download lists

Export Text/Excel
This function enables you to create a text file or Excel spreadsheet from the data in the database. There are
6 standard pre-defined formats that may satisfy your needs without any specific selections. Each standard formats
contains race results data along with competitor name and often city and state info.
Select the Race and event, then a pre-defined format and click on Create File. This will create the appropriate file and an alert screen will inform you of it’s name and location. Make note of this so you may find it later.
Normally it is created in the database data folder.
To create a custom format select the Race and Event if you intend to include results in the output. Then as
instructed on the screen, select the results file first. This will present a list of available fieldsin the left window. Select
those fields you wish to include in the output file by double clicking or using the arrow keys. Once you have selected
all the fields from the results file, then select the Racers file and the left window will display the available racer fields.
Again select those you want in the output file by double clicking or using the arrow keys.
Once all the desired fields are listed in the right window, order them in the sequence you want them in the
output file by dragging them up or down as necessary until the desired sequence is achieved. Remember that for
results to be included, the first field must be from the results file. ie results.bib
After select all the fields and placing them in the desired order, select the type of Output desired, Text or
Excel and finally click on Create file. You will be prompted to name the file and the folder in which to create it.

Set Class by Sex/Age
This function will set the class designation for all racers registered in the default race/event. It does this by
comparing the class sex and age criteria in the Class Table with the sex and age information in the Racer MAster
file. For this to work well, it is important the the class table be precise in the age brackets with not overlap within a
sex. This works well in running and ski racing where the classes are split by age. It does not work for Mt Biking
where there is an ability/experience component to the classification. Once selected and confirmed, you may review
the outcome under the RESULTS Tab. This only changes the class for the default Race/Event and does not affect
the Classification in the Racer Master table.

Write XML File
Both USSA and FIS require that results be submitted as an XML text file. This feature creates the appropriate XML formatted file for submission to either organization. It is important that all required data in the Race Header
be correct. This includes the Codex and/or USSA race code along with officials and course data. Review of that
screen (RACE Maint Tab/ Header button) prior to creating the XML file will insure a complete and acceptable transmittal.
1. Select the Race and event for submission.
2. In the sector text box, enter either AL for Alpine events or CC for Cross Country events
3. Alpine TD’s have a TD number that should be entered here. XC TD’s generally do not have a number, enter 999
4. Enter the postal code for the State where the competition was held.
5. Enter the type of timer used for the A system
6. Select either FIS or USSA as there are slight differences between the 2 formats and the name of the file is
specific to the organization.
7. Click on Output to create the file.
You will next see a edit window that displays the file created. It is possible to edit the file at this point just as
you would any text file. However, it would be possible to render the file unreadable and thus rejected by USSA/FIS
should the edit result in a incorrectly formatted file. So edit with care should you choose to edit. I like to review the
text to make sure the required information is present and all data looks correct.
In general, both USSA and FIS like to receive the XML file along with a text file of the results using the
RESULTS Tab/Print/Save as Text. Attach these 2 file to an email and send.
Should the file requirements change, you will need an update from BART.

Export Racers as Text
This button creates a text file (c:\bartracers.txt) from the Racer Master file. The fields exported are
blank, Last Name, First Name, blank, Membership #, Sex, YOB, Seed Pts 1, Seed Pts 2, Seed Pts 3, Seed Pts 4

TEXT/EXCEL Import
This function is a powerful method of bringing data from outside the BART application
into the BART database files. You can import
comma delimited text files created from a
spreadsheet which can substantially reduce
the time required to establish a racer database or entries for a particular Race/Event.
Follow the numbered steps on the screen.
1. Select a Race and 2. an Event if this is an
entry list. Leave these fields blank if you are
updating the Racer Master file only.
3. Click in this text box to locate the source
file. The first 3 lines will be displayed in the
box just below the file designation.
4, Note if there is a header record that indicates what data in contained in the file and
in what sequence. If there is a header record
then select to Skip importing that record.
5 Select the Racer Table to display the available fields for import. Match the text fields to
the Racer fields. Next select the Results
table if importing times or entries in a specific Race/Event.
6. Match the sequence of the fields in the right window to the sequence of data in the text file displayed above.
7. Click on Import/Update In the event that there is a match in the Membership # between what is in the text file and
what is currently in the table, the existing record will be updated. In this manner, it is possible to export an event to
another timing program (ie Split Second) and then Import/Update the results from the timing service by importing into
the Results Table the Bib, Ftime1 and Ftime2 fields only. This will update the existing results table with the times and
you may then calculate and print results from within the BART program. This function also permits you to collect
results from outside to maintain a complete season of results when some events are administered by another program or person.

Backup Time File
This function serves two purposes. The first is to create a backup file of the data in the time file for a particular event. This is very important in Alpine events when 2 runs are involved. You should backup the 1st run prior to
Clearing the time file and collecting times for the 2nd run. Following the second run you should again backup the
time file as a security measure.
The second purpose of this function is to Clear the times from the Time file. This can only be done if no
other program (Electric Timing or a networked computer running the BART application) is using the time file. By
clearing the data from the time file you prepare it for the next run or next event when automatic timing is being used.
The following steps are critical to cleanly executing this function.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Confirm that you are the only person and program that has active access to the time file
You will be notified upon selecting this option if you have not yet opened a time file by going to the TIMING Tab.
If you have times that you wish to secure in a backup file, respond accordingly to the first prompt.
If you have exclusive access to the time file and are preparing for a new run or event, Clear the Time file.
You may now restart the Electric Timing module and go to the TIMING Tab to begin again.

Browse Data Files
This function provides unrestricted access to the data in the entire BART Database. It is therefore very powerful and at the same time, very dangerous to data integrity. There are relationship between data tables that are
established thru the Race ID and Event # or Membership #, or Class ID or TEAM code that form the foundation of
the entire application. Should you modify these data fields without the understanding of these relationships, you can
disrupt the ability to retrieve data and print reports.
So if you choose to edit the tables under this function, do so with extreme caution and at your own risk.
Those data tables that allow you to qualify the displayed records are followed by a checkbox titled For: By
checking the box you bring up the Expression Builder screen that allows you to enter the selection criteria as illustrated at the left. The choice of qualifying fields are listed in the lower left window with the indication of whether the
data is a character field (C) or a numeric field (N). This is important when entering the qualifying information. For
example, to display all racers with the last name of ‘Smith’ you would
double click on lname. Then in the For expression box add the following = ‘SMITH’ Note the need for the quotes surrounding ‘Smith’.
This specifies a character string to the program and it will compare the
string value to the last name values in the Racer Master table.
To display all competitors over the age of 20, you would enter the
following
racers.age > 20
Click OK and then click on the Racers button
Results and Relay Teams are most frequently qualifies by the RACE
ID being set equal to the current default race in the following manner:
results.race_id = defrace
Those tables that do not have a qualifier option merely display the entire table data when you click on the
corresponding button.
ADDING a New Record is possible using this function. Select the data file, type Ctrl Y, then complete the blank
fields with the appropriate data. This is the only way to add new Class Codes or create new Point Formulas
The Enter Code button is to be utilized under the direction of the developer as it requires specific programming
knowledge.

RACERS Button
This is the main racer’s database maintenance function. It allows you to add, change and delete information from the master file that supports the BART Application.

Step

DESCRIPTION

1.
Enter the competitor’s name in this field - Last, First. You may also select any entry in the list by clicking
on it with the mouse. The Up/Down arrow keys will also select the previous or next record.
2.
Enter the street mailing address if you wish. This is particularly helpful if you are doing club or promotional
mailings.
3.
The zip code will retrieve the city and state if it is currently in the Zip database. If not, you will be prompted
to enter the city and state. The program will update the Zip database with this new information making it available
for the next record. View and edit the Zip Database from the Browse data files button under the ADMIN Tab.
4.
The membership # is generally the sanctioning organization’s membership number. This permits race
results to be forwarded to the sanctioning organization with the required information. Entering a # here will retrieve
a racer record if it is in the database. If it is not in the database, the newly entered information, when complete, will
be added to the database. The number must be unique.
You may find it necessary to register a competitor with a temporary number. It is recommended that you
precede the number with an alpha character so that you may immediately identify pending or temporary numbers
when displayed or printed. Ex: T65
If left blank, the system will create a temporary # from the first character of the competitor's first and last
name plus a sequential number. i.e. Dan Johnson - DJ4 if he were the 4th DJ combination.
Changing a competitor’s membership number is not recommended. It is this number that links the race
results to the individual competitor. The program is designed to allow you to change this number if necessary. It
will seek out all active results records and change the recorded membership number in that file as well. This is
necessary when a Racer receives a permanent # after competing under a Pending #. The danger in this occurs
with backup files that are not updated after the change is made. Should you restore only the results file from a
backup disk, or only the racer master file, the link between these two files would be lost for all competitors whose
membership number had been updated between the time it was backed up and subsequently restored.

5.

The SEX field will default to ‘M’ for male or enter ‘F’ for female.

6.
Enter the competitor’s age in this field and the birthdate in the form MMDDYY. When properly entered the
age will be calculated on a calendar year basis and displayed. Whenever possible, enter the birth date as the age
can be calculated in subsequent years.
7.
Class is the primary classification for this competitor. It will be the class automatically used for all events.
The Alternate Class field may be completed if necessary to classify this competitor in 2 different classes for a single
event. You select the use of the alternate class under the RESULTS Tab.
8.
Enter the team affiliation here. For team scoring competitions, it is imperative that you enter the team name
identically for all scoring competitors on the same team. It is recommended that you use an abbreviation for the
team name without spaces or punctuation to maintain consistency. I recommend that you enter all members of
each team, one team at a time. Team names appear under the REGISTRATION Tab in the scrolling window and
are editable there as well. A quick way to verify spelling is to display the registrations by Team using the Dispaly
Options on the Registration Tab.
Additionally, if the event will have national sponsors or media coverage or the competitors have commercial
sponsors, you may enter those sponsors below the team name. This does not print on any report, but is incorporated in the CIS function.
9.
Team Bib # is used when bib #’s have been assigned for a season, typically for team racing. Each competitor having been assigned a specific bib # to race under all season long. The information is used by the Set Team
Bib button under the ADMIN Tab after seeding as been completed.
10.

A competitors status in the file is indicated here. A-Active, P-Past, X-Problem

11.
When registering competitors for a particular race,(Method B) select the Race in this field. Enter the event
number or numbers in the next field. This also calculates and displays the entry fee if it was entered in the Race
Master. You may enter up to 5 event numbers for this competitor and the entry fee will be summed for all events.
(i.e. EVENTS 145) The date paid will default to the current system date. Payment information is useful on Race
day to collect from those who did not pay in advance. This information prints on the Registration report. Once
entered, subsequent entries for RACE ID and Event# will default by keying <CR> in these fields.
12.
Enter the assigned bib # here if you are pre-assigning bibs (Method B). There can only be one racer
assigned a given bib number at any one time. You may enter competitors without assigning bib numbers to build
your database prior to a race or the season. When you wish to assign a bib number, enter the number here, otherwise leave blank.
13.
Enter the competitor’s seed points which may be used to seed the racer in a particular event. For Alpine
ski events, the first seed point field is for DH, the second is SL, the third is GS and the last for SG. Seed points can
subsequently be used to assign bib #’s automatically. See Assign Bib by Seed. You may use these fields for your
own grouping scheme and then utilize the automatic Bib assignment program to make it easier to do a random
seeding within specified groupings. The particular seed points are selected by identifying them under the RACE
Maintenance Tab - Seed # for the specific race/event.
14.

Flags 1 & 2 or not used at this time and are available to you to identify each racer as you see helpful.

The default entry function is to insert any text into the field so that you may edit a particular character or
characters without having to re-enter the entire field. Position the cursor by using the ARROW keys. However, you
may override this default by typing ^A prior to entering any information. This will select the entire contents of the
field and replace it with whatever you type. You may also type the INS key to switch between INSERT and OVERSTRIKE mode.

RELAY REGISTRATION Button
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Race
Select the RACE from the Dropdown. Race information must have been entered into the RACE
MASTER file under the RACE Maintenance Tab. On that screen, the Result Format field must contain the word
‘RELAY’ or ‘REISA’.
Event
Select the event for this relay race. The program checks to make sure you set up this event as a
RELAY event in the Race Master file.
Bib
Enter the TEAM’S bib number. If the number has already been assigned, that Team information
will be displayed for editing.
This bib# is used for all competitive legs of this relay event. Individual racers are entered by the leg of the
relay they will run. RACER 1 does lap 1, Racer 2 does lap 2 etc. The time entry program requires the proper lap #
be entered to associate time and competitor.
Class
Enter the Team’s classification according to the sanctioning body for the event. A Team’s class
determines the results grouping. The Class must be in the Class Master file which is accessible using the dropdown window or entering the letters. ie SW, MX, OPN or SM etc.
Team
Enter the Relay Team name here. This is a required field if team scores are to be computed. It is
important that you identify each scoring team member in other events in this RACE with the same spelling as
TEAM Scoring is done by team name exactly.
Racer 1-4.
You must enter an existing racers as the first team member because this Racer’s Mem# is used
to link the team with the times in the results file. Look up competitors by Name using the F5 key. Enter the first
part of the last name and type F5. Select the Racer by highlighting the record using the PgUp/PgDn or arrow
keys and type <ESC>.
Remember to activate the UPDATE button to record the addition or changes.
BLD Results

Creates the results file - This will happen automatically on Exit

HELP IS AVAILABLE USING THE F1 KEY

TIMING Tab
This screen is designed for use when you are connected to one of several supported timers. Currently,
supported timers include the TAG HEUER 505 and 605, Summit 1000, Timy, S4 and ALGE 8000. You may also
manually insert times using the F3 and F4 keys for TOD Start and Finish times respectfully. Note manual times are
based on the PC internal clock.
It is important that the Heuer time file is empty before the start of a new event or Alpine 2nd run
1. Select the Timing Tab and verify that the table is empty. If it is not clear, refer to the procedures under
ADMIN Tab/BACKUP Heuer Times to clear the table of all entries.
2. Select ADMIN Options/START Electronic Timing Module, (Readtimer)
a. Select the appropriate options for the event being timed. (See instruction below)
b. Be certain you select the Heuer time file in the correct data folder for the current race.
3. Minimize the Timer Listener program using the minimize button in the upper right hand corner
of the window- DO NOT EXIT or QUIT. This program must be left running.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Select the BART Application from the Task Bar
Select the appropriate race and event
Select the TIMING Tab and begin
I will often ask for test impulses and mark them for deletion. I do the same with forerunners.
READ TIMER Program
Select the timer being used
Select precision - Alpine 1000’s
Select the Comm port the timer is connect to
Click on the Time File bar to locate and select the
Heuer Time file for this race/event
5. Check the 0 Start Time box if the Timer is
starting at Zero. (TAG 605)
6. Click START to begin reading the Timer
1.
2.
3.
4.

The blank field will display the data being read.
The <ESC> key stops the program, then close the
window. Select Cancel in any error message windows.

Summit Systems Race Timer
This is the initialization screen for SRT1000 timers. The important steps to reliably using the SRT timers are
as follows.
1. If multiple timers are to be used, make sure each timer is set to a different device # and uses a unique channel. I
try to match the channel and device # myself. This determines the timing point the appears on the timing screen.
2. If you are using wireless timers, turn off the base modem before setting the device and channel numbers on each
timer. Then configure the individual timers and turn the base modem back on.
3. Set the number of timers in use and the communication port they are connected to on your computer.
4. Select the Device and channel that will record start impulses. If no start impulses are needed, make sure this
does not conflict with a valid interval or finish device/channel combination.
5 Select Text Output if you want a text file created of all data transmitted from the timers. This is helpful if you like
to manage text records but I have never used this feature.
6. You may change the Refresh period. A higher value increases the polling time of the timers for new data.
7. The time file defaults to the active database time file. This may be changed by clicking in the text box and selecting an alternative file. You might do so if you were creating a B system data file.
8. Check the Display Data box if you wish to monitor the incoming data string in the text box to the right.
9. Now you can Initialize the Timers and open the comm port with the Initialize Timers Button.
10. If you have not Synchronized the timers, clicking this button will set the timers to the PC time.
11. Get Data actually begins the polling process and collects any available timer data.
12. Reset Timers will reset the record counters to 0 and effectively retransmit all timer data
13. Browse Data opens a browse window of the time file and allows changes if necessary. <ESC> to close.

TIMING Tab OPERATIONS:
The TIMING Tab permits the operator to manage the association of bib number and time info so that the
proper bib and time are combined for both starts and interval/finish.
Basic operation:
You must Select Race Type at the lower right of the screen to activate the entire screen
Lap/Runs(ALPINE) or Interval(NORDIC) - If Alpine is selected, specify the run # - 1 or 2
No Posting of Times will occur unless the Race Type has been selected
The operator now enters one or more start bibs in the START Bib field for all but mass start events.
If no Start time is present in the center timing window, bib numbers appear in the start buffer at the left
As Start times are registered by the system, each bib will be associated with the times in sequence
Bibs may be entered prior to or after the times are registered and the action of applying them to times
depends upon the availability of a unassigned start time or the status of the BLOCK STARTS button. You
may disable the automatic application of bibs to times by clicking this button. Reactivate it by clicking it a
second time.
Finish bib and times are managed in a similar manner as Starts, only using the FINISH Bib entry field and
the right buffer. You may block the automatic application of finish times using the BLOCK FINISH button.

BUFFER Management:
The two bib buffers offer the ability to rearrange the sequence of bibs by clicking and dragging a bib up or
down to the desired position. You may also select a particular bib and remove it by right clicking on the Bib #. In
a similar manner, you may change the bib number by selecting it, clicking on the CNG button and entering the new
bib #. It will then replace it in the associated buffer.
START buffer:
The start buffer may be populated by manually entering each bib, or selecting an optional methods using
the buttons below the START field.
Rev Start Bibs
- Removes Start bibs from the time file and placing them in the Start buffer. Same
function as Rev Finish Bibs. See explanation below.
LOAD from Reg
- This option will fill the buffer from the race registration start order.
Load w/S-Time
- This will post the published start times into the timing file - used in Pursuit races
CLEAR STARTS
- This will clear the Start buffer of all entries
AUTO
- This allows you to enter a starting bib # and the number of bib #’s to create
FINISH buffer: The finish buffer has particular functions that are used when and if required.
Apply Bibs
- If there are unassociated finish times in the center window and bibs in the Finish Buffer,
this button activates the association. This usually occurs automatically, but if you have Blocked and then
unBlocked the Finish, it is possible that you will need to select this as the automatic function will not resume until
there is a new finish time.
DUP Time
- Occasionally, the electronic eye records only one impulse yet more than one competitor
has crossed the finish line in a tight finish. In this event, block the finish, select the finish time in the center window,
click on Dup time and a duplicate record with that time will be created. You may edit the time inside the center
window if you need to separate the results by some margin. Finally Unblock the Finish and Apply Bibs.
Rev Fin Bib
- If the association of bibs and times is not correct, select a record that is at the beginning
of the confusion. Click on Rev Fin Bib . This action will place all the bibs entered from that point to the end back in
the Finish buffer. The Finish is Blocked automatically. Now arrange or edit the bib sequence to match the times.
Then UnBlock and Apply. This may be performed as many time as required to get it correct.

9999 Fill
- Select this option to apply 9999 to all times that do not currently have a bib association
EET Report
- This automatically calculates the EET for a missed electronic time. It requires access to
both the A and B system time files on the local or networked computer. Either file maybe BART
.dbf or Split Second xml. By running a duplicate BART system to manage B system times, this
function effortlessly calculates and prints the EET report required by USSA and FIS.
Wax Test
- Graphs upto 5 test runs using multiple finish impulses for the same bib
Standing
B Times

- Select to preview the current overall race standings
- This will display the times from the B system if one is accessible

POST Times

- Select at intervals during the event and/or at the conclusion to post the times to the
results file. Only after this posting are you able to calculate points and print results.

Bibs may be Deleted from the Start or Finish buffer by right clicking on the bib
Multiple Laps/Runs
The system is capable of managing multiple lap races where times are recorded for each lap or interval
timing point. The TAG 505 does not contain a timing point identification feature but it can be implemented in software in the following manner. Multiple times for the same bib # are assumed to be incremental lap times by the
system and are shown as such in the center window. The lap number being visible following the START/FINISH
Flag (1 and 2 respectfully) Upon posting, these times are posted to the recorded lap/run#.
I recommend you reset the timer, Backup and clear the time file for each run in Alpine events
TIMING Points:
In an event that has interval timing points, the system will manage these additional timing points differently
depending upon the Timer being used. The TAG 605 has multiple ports that can be connected to the individual timing points. The time information recorded contains this port information and permits interval timing with a single
Timer. The 505 does not have this feature, but multiple 505’s can duplicate the desired effect. Using one 505 and
a dedicated networked PC for each timing point, it is possible to collect and manage all these times accurately.
Each 505/PC unit is assigned a timing point using the TIMING POINTS fields on the TIMING Tab. You must also
indicate this timing Point when you start the Readtimer program for this timer. You can manage and view all timing
points or select a particular point by number.
If a particular point is to be managed, set the point number in the TIMING PT field. When this is done only
times associated with that point are shown in the center window. Bibs entered into the Finish buffer are applied to
the displayed times only.
CENTER WINDOW options:
Incorrect times that should not be in the results may be MARKED INACTIVE by clicking on the
blank space at the very left of the record to be removed. Records so marked will no longer be displayed,
nor will bib #’s be associated with them. You may activate the display of records so marked by Clicking on
the ALL button at the bottom of the window. Records may be reactivated by clicking this space again to
remove the mark.
To edit a time in the center window, double click it to open an edit window and enter the new time.
There are 5 buttons at the bottom of this Tab that control the display contents of the center window.
ALL
- The default setting, shows all time records and will redisplay records marked Inactive
STARTS
- Displays only the START records (Flag = 1)
FINISHES
- Displays only FINISH records (FLAG = 2)
0 Bibs
- Displays only times with no BIb assigned
Range
- Useful for Biathlon events when Range data is acquired automatically
Enter a single bib number in the Spinner box to the right of Range to display times for that Bib only
There are 4 vertical buttons that control the scroll of the center window
TOP
- Start center window display from the top of the file
UP
- Page up from the current records
DOWN
- Page down from the current record
BOTTOM
- Start center window display from the bottom of the file

RANGE Tab
This TAB is specific to Biathlon events and is used to enter range data.
As on all previous screens, you select the appropriate Race and Event combination. This will refresh the
list on the right with the competitor numbers, names, and range data.
It is important that you enter the correct lap # as the range data is organized and kept according to lap.
Next enter the competitor’s Bib # - This will display that racer’s information.
Now enter the penalties using one of two formats. To retain complete range data, enter 5 digits using a 0
for a hit and a 1 for a miss. Using this format, competitors and coaches can review the shooting in more detail if
desired. Alternatively, you may enter the number of misses as a single digit, 1 thru 5.
Additional data regarding Range Time In and Range Time Out are optional. When using an integrated system that captures this information from interval timing points, it provides athletes and coaches additional information.
If the scoring for this event is by time penalty, (indicated by the Race Type being identified as BIATHLON
Time Penalty in the RACE MAINTENANCE Tab), this information will effect the results calculation by adding a time
penalty for each miss. Ideally, this system setup would be a network of 2 or more computers, one or more which
manage the raw times and one which manages the range data.
Leave the Race Type field blank under RACE Maintenance when penalty laps are taken instead of a time
penalty.
The data window at the right is editable if you are more comfortable using the arrow keys and entering
penalties that way. If the range data is entered in sequential batches, this is much quicker. If the range data is not
in bib number sequence, I would recommend against it.

HELP IS AVAILABLE USING THE F1 KEY

